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their hopes revived when the Central Powers proclaimed the
"Kingdom of Poland" on November 5, 1916.
CENTRAL POWERS NEED MORE MEN
The determining reason for the announcement was that Germany
and Austria needed more men in the field, and thought they
could get them in Poland by this concession. The proclamation of
the Kingdom was followed immediately by an invitation to the
Poles to enroll themselves in the "Polish Army," as it was styled,
by Beseler and Ruk. In the highest quarters in Germany and
Austria opinion had been far from unanimous regarding the
creation of any Kingdom at all, but what Ludendorff termed
"ineluctable necessity," referring to the shortage of men increas-
ingly felt by the German High Command, gained the day. In
July Beseler had urged Berlin to establish a Polish State under
German control, and estimated that 800,000 recruits would be
induced thereby to join the armies of the Central Powers. This
was a sufficient argument, and on August 12, Bethmann-Hollweg
and Burian signed at Vienna a secret protocol, the terms of which
were:
 1.	Poland to become an independent hereditary kingdom;
 2.	Rectification of frontiers in favour of Germany;
 3.	Exclusion of the Government of Suvalki from the Kingdom;
 4.	No independent foreign policy for the Kingdom;
 5.	Its army to be under Germany;
 6.	No part of German or Austrian Poland to be included.
Under this agreement the Austrian solution of the Polish Ques-
tion went by the board. Beseler sent for Brudzinski, Rector of
Warsaw University, and a foremost member of the League of the
Polish State, the Austrophil organization in the Congress King-
dom. With him were other prominent Poles of the same political
school, and they were asked by Beseler to elaborate a memorandum
expressing the wishes of the Polish people. This memorandum
was presented to Bethmann-Hollweg in Berlin on October 28,
and was taken two days later to Vienna and handed to Burian. Its
chief statement was: "Though it is true that we are not the

